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Admin
FaceBook 15 September 2017
A.G.E. Pill TESTIMONY - Bruce in Texas
Eyes and Vision
I have cataracts and driving at night I have a problem with lights, especially headlights, causing
halo/flare effects with my sight, I was driving home Tuesday night and noticed that the halo/flare
effect was greatly reduced. The A.G.E. pill is the only thing different. It's great.
Bruce Spies
Lyn Ferguson
FaceBook 22 October 2017
I have had High Blood Pressure for 30 years and been on prescription medication during this time.
This reading was taken a couple of minutes ago. Finally Perfect Blood Pressure WITHOUT taking
my daily prescription medication..(50mg. of Metoprolol).
I am on the regular doses of The A.G.E. Pill, FuCoyDon and SpectraMaxx. (Been taking the A.G.E
Pill for 6 weeks, FuCoyDon for 17 days and the SpectraMaxx for 8 days)
Sisel WORKS!!!

Two full days now without prescription blood pressure medication. This is my BP tonight Sunday,
October 22 @ 9pm

John Barber
FaceBook 24 October 2017
I have been on the AGE Pill for 7 weeks now. I don’t know if this has helped or not, but I had 5
teeth removed yesterday and one was a wisdom tooth that hadn't come through yet. I had these
removed in the chair with only a local anaesthetic. I have no pain from the teeth being removed..I
have had teeth removed before and suffered pain for 2-4 days after. I am not sure but I think the
AGE Pill has help a lot with the pain relief. Has anyone else here had teeth removed when they are
taking the AGE Pill? I have been taking 8 tablets each day
Patti Roach
FaceBook 24 October 2017
OMG!!! Just five days on the AGE Pill (Anti Glycation Extreme) and the age spots on my hands are
disappearing!!! My memory is getting better and energy has increased significantly and I have
only started!!!
Not only that, I am secure in knowing that the Sisel products my husband and I are taking are of
the highest quality because they work!!! Most companies put the bare minimum of ingredients in
their products knowing they won’t hurt you but you are not getting what you pay for!!!
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Can’t wait when SiselRIPT kicks in!!
their own coffee.

Not only does Sisel have health supplements, they also have

Barbara Grinde
FaceBook 25 October 2017
This morning I had to run to town for an appointment and made a couple stops along the way
home. A young lady I see weekly said to me today, "I don't know what you are doing but you are
looking really good this morning, and your makeup and skin are just glowing." I smiled at her and
said, "I don't have any makeup on, this is my skin." She said, "WOW, I want to talk to you when I
am not working, I want to do what you are doing!" So yep I have an appointment set up with her.
Love what I do, love sharing, and thank you Tom Mower and Sisel for all of our superior products
and this fantastic opportunity to help change lives. The A.G.E. Product is so amazing, feeling great
on the inside, so much energy, no stress, and my skin is getting even better, and I am still using
our Transfusium Skin care system.

Admin
FaceBook 25 October 2017
The A.G.E. Pill contains NAD precursors. Check out this published research article I found on
pubmed.gov:

Admin
FaceBook

25 October 2017

Krys Dykema – Duggan, MO
The Age Pill is more effective than even our wildest expectations!!
Fay Condon
I have been using the Age Pill for 6 weeks now. The first month, I doubled the dose to get a fast
start and have now reduced it to the recommended dose of 6 capsules per day.
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What I have noticed most, and gratefully so, is sleeping much better. I have fibromyalgia so sleep
was always interrupted and having 3 or 4 hours of sustained sleep is fabulous.
I am more alert, have more energy and more focused concentration. I am hoping to get much
more as time goes on.
My grey hair is changing colour! That’s a Wow! I have not been able to colour my air since I
fractured my wrist on August 1, so my white and grey hair changing colour is very visible.
My hair is thinning so I am hopeful for some new hair growth. I won’t be able to see that though
for another month or so!
I also notice skin changes. Some age/sun spots are flaking and disappearing. I had a
precancerous area which has healed and disappeared.
I have confidence there are other improvements that will eventually become noticeable.
Thank you tom Mower
Admin
FaceBook 26 October 2017
Jenny’s 5 day story
I will admit I was a sceptic regarding the AGE Pill. Now I’m thinking it should come with a
warning! Pleased be warned, life is about to change.




My eye sight has improved,
My energy level are ridiculously high
My repairing shoulder is nearly pain free.

Its early days, but I feel like I’m in some movie but then I wake up (pinch me).
I am only five days in. If this level continues I’m expecting to be running marathons next month.
I am in awe!!!
Narelle Schubert
FaceBook 28 October 2017
Hi everyone i started the AGE pill on the 16 th October I twisted my ankle on Tuesday night it did
not bruise and I was walking normally on it by Friday morning without any pain relief etc I love
this product just give it a go you have nothing to lose but good health. I am now waiting on my
pack to arrive I cannot wait.
Jacki Christiansen
FaceBook 29 October2017
Okay get ready to get your motors running!!!! Update from a friend one week on the AGE Pill –
she’s post menopausal with no libido for at least 8 years, she called and said it’s all coming back!!!
How incredible is that!!! She says it has to be the AGE Pill nothing else has changed!!! Absolutely
amazing things are happening.
Curt Ficenec
FaceBook 29 October 2017
I've heard from my friend Kim Shunkwiler that he's received similar stories. Right Kim?
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Christy Kopecky
FaceBook 29 October 2017
Yes most definitely!! The first testimony at the top was from my best friend and it was a huge and
welcome surprise lol.
Monika Bialostocka-Kelemen
FaceBook 30 October 2017
Here is the update

Meet Bo Didley aka Bodzio, one of my canine friends who is a happy A.G.E.Pill user. A senior
canine with a limp and obvious pain in his hip was unable to enjoy his walks anymore, but after a
week on 2 capsules of #AGEPill a day, the owners are reporting a remarkable improvement. Happy
pup again.
Michael Collier
FaceBook 2 November 2017
A month on the A.G.E. pill. This is what has happened. First my body went through a detox phase
about 8 days. After that each day I am feeling healthier than I ever have. As being a metal
fabricator/welder for many years. I had several points of arthritis. I now feel so AWESOME to the
point I joined a bowling league. As of week 3 of bowling my bowling scores are improving! This is
my first ever being on a bowling league in my life!!! LIFE IS GOOD! Thanks Sisel and the
Mowers!!! I am certain I will have much more to share as I continue with the A.G.E pill!
Linda Dixon
3 November 2017
ANOTHER TOO GOOD NOT TO SHARE!!
I was sent material on the AGE pill the first part of October and immediately became a distributor.
My siblings and I have been caring for my now 90 year old mom who over the last few years had
been showing signs of dementia but getting much worse in the last 6 months or so. I had her
condition in mind when I ordered this amazing supplement.
She has only been on the full 6 pill regimen for about 2 ½ weeks. Between orders we also lost
about 4 days so it hasn’t even been as consistent as I would have wanted.
This morning when I had called her to breakfast, about a half hour after giving her the AGE pills
and without provocation she said “the food I think is very good, but the vitamins you are giving
me are making me feel very strong. I feel like my head is more together, they are making me feel
very good! My hip (which was replaced over a year ago) is feeling stronger too. She then went
on to tell me that when she was at my sisters she was able to walk up the stairs to her home “just
like that!”. Each time I gave her the three pills I told her I was giving her vitamins that I hoped
would bring her back to normal mentally but never mentioned the physical benefits she may
experience.
This is so phenomenal because of late it was hard to have a conversation or one that made any
sense but the last one that made an impression was when she told me that she was just existing
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not really living and wondered if I agreed. We still have our challenges but am so impressed with
the progress we are making.
PS My mom will not stop talking about this!
hearing are getting better!

Now she is telling me that even her eyesight and

Please share to help others that may be in the same situation.
Antenella Espisito
FaceBook 4 November 2017
This morning, I was thrilled when my 80-year-old father gave me his testimony! He is a strong
man, a general of the army with many missions abroad, but for some years he is suffering from
his legs, his muscles and his legs its arteries .... it fails to walk well. Also a year ago it has been
removed a lung cancer piece ... takes AGEPILL for less than a month, 6 per day but for 4 days on
the advice of a USA officer has increased to 10 .... finally he is seeing great benefits on his legs
and joints, he managed to dress standing and not sitting! is a great goal! thanks to Tom Mower
and all members of this group who give so much information!
Maureen Endicott
FaceBook 4 November 2017
The first two pictures in flowerd top, I took on Sept, 23rd, the day that I started taking the AGE
Pill.
The next two I have just taken Nov. 3rd.
This is an unexpected result of taking AGE. I started taking it because I have severe Fybromyalgia
and was only interested in what it could do for my health. Those results are nothing but amazing
but need to be told in a separate testimonial; working on that.

Pat Garrett
FaceBook 10 November 2017
A story shared by another A.G.E pill user:
I am very excited after taking my 90-year-old Mother to her doctor today for her routine checkup.
She has high blood pressure, cholesterol, hypothyroid and some kidney issues. When I felt the
timing was right I ask him if he knew what Glycation and Lipofuscin were and he said no. I told
him what it was and how this is a product that helps repair and regenerate the stem cells. I then
told him it is helping people who are experiencing high blood pressure, cholesterol, and multiple
other ailments. I handed the bottle of AGE to my Mother to hand to the Doctor. He read the
ingredients and read everything written on the bottle very carefully and said "there's not a thing
wrong with this product, there are only excellent ingredients in it" and I said, "I KNOW!!" He was
COMPLETELY on board with helping me get her on this and him monitoring her blood pressure,
cholesterol, thyroid, and kidney. He told her this will probably help the kidneys also. He said he
wanted her to wait 2 hours in the morning between the AGE and the Thyroid. So we figured it out
and we were all happy!! She will also be taking it 1 hour before lunch and 1 hour before dinner.
She will be monitoring her blood pressure first thing in the mornings on her own and he told her
when her BP drops 10 points to call the office and he is going to start reducing her meds. He also
had her schedule her next routine labs but added thyroid into the mix, just so if any of those meds
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needs adjusting he can do that also. Mom and I were so excited that we went to lunch afterward
and celebrated. Earlier my Mom ask "Even at 90"? YES Mom even at 90!!!!!!
Pat Garrett
FaceBook 10 November 2017
The AGE PILL is fantastic.... From Lynne P.
I just wanted to say what the age pill has done for me I have only been taking it for 5 weeks now
and my skin has improved a lot, my white hair is disappearing, but for me the most important
thing is what is happening inside of me and that is the aches and pains of sever scoliosis are
disappearing! I have not been able to do much in the garden because it causes severe back pain
for days after and yesterday I went to my friends' house and picked hazelnuts up off the ground
for an hour and a half and no pain and I feel great today and slept all night without waking up in
pain! for me that's amazing. So I just want to say thank you to Sisel and Tom for coming up with
this amazing product.
All I can say is, wow!
Tom Mower
FaceBook 10 November 2017
The AGE PILL appears to be ageless. Everyone may benefit from it according to Arnos Moos:
My son who will turn 19 this month was really suffering under huge stress in school, didn’t feel
strong and had very dark rings around his eyes.
Since you stated that the A.G.E. Pill isn’t targeting people above 30 I did a diagnose on him and I
could measure on him that the A.G.E. Pill has a big positive impact on him.
He takes one in the evening and one in the morning and the eye rings are gone. He can focus on
his studies until extremely late at night.
Admin
FaceBook 10 November 2017
The study is based on evidence that suggested that increasing levels of NAD+ in the cells may
protect against neuronal injury...
http://aboutnr.com/…/study-published-pain-reveals-nicotina…/
Study published in PAIN reveals Nicotinamide Riboside is
an Effective Tool in relieving Chemotherapy Induced
Peripheral Neuropathy Induced by a common ...
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Katie Larking’s dog Milo
FaceBook 11 November 2017
2 months 10 days AGE pill...grey hair disappearing. Milo is 14 years old...getting younger

In an earlier document Katie spoke about what
was happening with Milo and showed pictures of
the grey disappearing out of his muzzle.

Hannah Lewis
13 November 2017
I started taking the AGE pill on October 23, taking 6 pills in the am and 6 at night. I did this for
two weeks. The reason I started at such a high dose is because of the MANY health issues I have.
So far, my frozen shoulder is 99% healed. I had this condition for a year or so, I just woke up one
morning and couldn’t use my arm because my shoulder was actually “frozen”. I looked the
condition up to see what might have been the cause, but found that there was no specific cause
for this condition that I could find. I know I hadn’t inured it, so I don’t know where it came from,
BUT, I do know where it went it’s almost gone.
I have SEVERE GERD nothing I took seemed to help it and that goes for prescription meds. Since
starting the AGE pill I’ve decreased my anti-acid does by half. There is hardly any pain left. As
time goes on, I suspect my diverticulitis will be cured along with my other gastrointestinal issues.
I have pet testimonials but I want to wait on those! I’m very pleased with the results and I intend
on tryng a few of the other great Sisel products too.
This product is a miracle. Everyone should at least try it! Thank you all who created this wonder
supplement.
Kate Brighton
FaceBook 14 November 2017
I have fibromyalgia and 15 years ago I fell of our roof and landed on my head on concrete. How I
survived I don’t know. I have had 22 surgeries to repair my body. 7 in my head. I am facing a full
hip replacement on Friday as it was damaged also in the fall. Can I say I feel fabulous. Anyone
with fibromyalgia should take the AGE. It does amazing recovery in your body. I feel like a
teenager and love the new me. 7 months ago before taking the Sisel products I was ready to quit
and now I just am so pleased with how good I feel. Im on the Ript so it gets a challenge also on
Friday as it should aid in my recovery.
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Cynthia Harvil Murphy to Life the Sisel Way
FaceBook 14 November 2017
I don't even know where to begin. Received my lab report after being on the AGE pill for 3.5
months. I took the double dose as recommended for 3 months and have been single dosing now
for 2 weeks. The improvements were EVERYWHERE!! My CRP test 4 months ago were at 1.0 (not
horrible by any means). However, it put me in the AVERAGE cardiovascular risk. I'm now 0.7!!
That's the LOW risk folks! After containing myself from that excitement, lol, my T3 and T4 both
came up AND needed to!! My T-4 has been stuck at 0.8 and my T-3 at 2.6 for the past year. Now
it's 1.1 and 3.0!! Here's the kicker. My Naturopath HAD me on 90mg of Armour Thyroid. Without
her permission (yikes) I cut the dose in half to 45mg 3 months ago, and got phenomenal
improvement anyway! My hair even thickened up. Yes I will tell her on my next visit. My liver
improved also. My Alkaline Phosphatase was always low and it came up 10 points, putting me in
the normal range FINALLY! My lipid panel was excellent also. Even my blood pressure came down
some, and it was never considered high. 120/78 before. Now 110/70. There were several other
things I was tested for. Too many to name. But there was not 1 thing that was out of range. BTW
there are NO Pharmaceuticals involved in my life. Only Neutraceuticals. Excited beyond excited!!!
Tom Mower thank you.

Posted by Admin
FaceBook 14 November 2017
AGE Pill Testimonial - Chronic Back Pain by Jackie Christiansen
After suffering from back pain on and off for the last 25 years or so - and the last 3 years
chronically/every day, I am happy to tell you I have been pain-free for the last month. I am nearly
bone-on-bone at the vertebrae L5 & S1 and the pain sometimes was so bad that I had to wear a
back support brace with an ice pack throughout the day. Nothing helped; sitting was a problem,
standing was a problem and even walking (too much) was a problem and it was only getting worse
with time and age. I am ecstatic to report that after 2 months on the AGE Pill by Sisel, I have NO
back pain; there is none, gone, zero. I waited a month to report this because I almost couldn't
believe it was actually entirely gone. By the way, there is NO pain anywhere in my body and even
my two damaged shoulders are back to 100% function and with no pain, even when working out. I
consider the AGE Pill my miracle because God used it to bless my body and finally heal me.
Kate Brighton
FaceBook 14 November 2017
Max has come such a long way and improved so much on the Sisel products. Who would have
believed it possible. His rheumatologist says he is so good. Bloods have improved so much. The
tests don’t tell a lie. Doesn’t he look great. 8 months on Sisel. How fantastic. Thankyou Tom
Mower as we are so grateful.

